
Cancer ~ Moon ~ 4th House 

Whatever you believe with emotions becomes your reality. 
You always act in a manner consistent 

with your innermost beliefs & convictions. 
~ Brian Tracy ~ 

    
Take Responsibility for Your Emotions!  

     

This is the time when you may be experiencing old wounds and past issues rise to the surface provoking deep emotions and 
powerful reactions. Rather than "go back there" - this is actually an opportunity to examine them with some detachment and 
decide once and for all to have a clearing.  
      

Prayer/Affirmation: 
I lovingly release the blockages of the past (from my mind, body and spirit) and move more fluidly into the     
future ~ with a clear channel, open and receptive to my Highest good. 
          

If you are experiencing particularly emotional times, it is a sign that it is time to re-solve the issues coming in to the light at 
this time. Always consider what these powerful emotions are relaying to the Universe, they are another means of communic a-
tion. What are your emotions "saying"? Your moods are messengers from within. You must at least acknowledge them, then 
honor them (your feelings / emotions) in some way lest they wreak havoc in your life.  
         

Prayer/Affirmation: 
I honor my feelings by listening to what they are trying to communicate to me regarding my own well-being 
(mental/spiritual/emotional and/or physical well-being). 
         

It's time to master recycling within. All your "past" is good for is compost ~ take the nutrient from 
your life's experiences and release the debris. Take time to "digest" events and the feelings they 
provoke ~ process what's useful and discard the rest.  
        

Prayer/Affirmation: 
I find the usefulness in every emotion. 
    

When your emotions are getting the best of you, it is helpful to recognize how/where you are    
giv ing your power away. How do you define safety, security and a sense of belonging? It is time to 
be responsible for your own feelings and make new choices in the moment. 
      

Prayer/Affirmation: 
I take responsibility for my choices and how I feel, as I move forward empowered with 
a renewed sense of security. 
        

It's also a great time to 'nest' ~ to work on making your space SACRED. Where you lay your 
head ... where you rest and replenish ... where you eat, bath and sleep ~ ESSENTIAL DAILY ACTS 
that can be transformed just by your INTENTION - and ATTENTION. Clear the clutter, release 
the past, finish projects of the heart which have gotten pushed aside for daily grind, consider your 
health, laugh, cry, love your family and BE your most authentic Self.  
        

Prayer/Affirmation: 
I live in the present moment and I nourish all parts of my physical and spiritual Being 
on a daily basis which keeps me connected within, with Mother Earth and with my 
community. 



                 
The Medicine Cards (by Jamie Sams & David Carson) are very useful for all kinds of guidance, helping you connect 
to  NATURE'S RHYTHM, which is also innately connected to your own. Anytime I do a reading with them, I take notes. What 
I've started doing is writing those notes in first-person, affirmation-form.  That has only increased their power and it helps hold 
the message clearly in my memory as I proceed throughout the day / week / month.   
     
When I meditated on what energy would be useful to YOU, my circle of students, clients, friends & extended family, I pulled ... 
*BLUE HERON* ~ which is Self-Reflection. A perfect expression for *CANCER*, ruled by Moon, which reflects the 
watery depths of our emotions.      
     

Affirmations 
    

•I get in touch with my deepest Self so I can understand my true potential & appreciate the  
          opportunities that appear. 
•I honestly examine my Self and decide what I wish to improve and how I want to change.    
•I am no longer hard or critical but loving & compassionate toward my Self /my process. 
•I claim full responsibility for my actions and emotions.   
•I am centered in my Higher Truth & pure in my motives, actions, feelings, dreams, goals,  
          inner strengths, and inner weaknesses.    
•I balance and integrate the many truths in my life.   
•I continue to develop the skills that lead to inner strength and certainty of purpose.   
•I radiate love and express pure joy as my Path of self-discovery opens before me.   
•I remain in the present moment, where I enjoy the journey and intend to savor every good  
          thing along the way.   
•I improve all aspects of my Self by balancing the desire to change with gentle discernment.   
•There are many layers of truth to understand, and wholeness is impossible to attain in one 
          dive ... I dive as often as it takes.   
•I delve deeply into my feelings, and I emerge renewed.    
•I don't fear the depths, but allow my Spirit to guide me gently through each emotion and 
          the message it brings.  


